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chapter 4 

computers and recording

The home-recording revolution of the past 10 years has been possi-
ble because of one key element: the personal computer. In the 1970s 
and ’80s home studios required a good-sized mixing console, a tape 
machine (reel or cassette), and a bunch of outboard processors 
(compressors, reverbs, and delays). In the 1990s the ADAT machine 
replaced the tape machine, making higher-quality recording avail-
able to the home studio user for a cheaper price tag. This was great, 
but the price tag was still around $5,000 to $10,000.

By the year 2000 computer processors were getting fast enough to 
handle basic recording and mixing tasks. In a couple of years the 
basic price of a powerful system was surprisingly affordable. Now 
for the price of a computer and an extra $1000, anyone can have a 
system that blows away the $10,000 home studios of 20 years ago.

Digital auDio WorkStation (DaW)
A DAW, or digital audio workstation (pronounced daugh with a 
heavy southern drawl, or simply spelled out “D-A-W”), is a system 

Figure 4.1 
An example of a hardware 
DAW. It looks like a digital 
mixer, but it has a digital 
recorder built in. (Photo 
courtesy of Mike Simms, Ben 
Harris.)
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designed to record, edit, and mix digital audio. There are two main 
types of digital audio workstation: standalone and software based. 
The standalone DAW is a contained hardware unit built with faders 
and an LCD screen. It has core internal software usually running on 
a small computer built into the hardware unit. Most of these have a 
built-in CD drive, four to 16 simultaneous inputs, and the ability to 
record and mix 16–48 total tracks. These units are wonderful for 
simple setups, band practice recording rigs, and songwriting scratch 
pads because they are very simple and easy to use. The problems 
with these units are that they are often difficult to use for advanced 
features (because of an LCD screen and lots of menus), you could 
quickly reach your track limitations, and they are not upgradeable. 
Okay, maybe you can upgrade by selling your unit for 1/10th the 
price you paid for it and buying a brand-new one.

Software-Based DaW

The second type of digital audio workstation is a software-based 
DAW. These are computer programs that run on your personal com-
puter. The main five software DAWs are Pro Tools by Digidesign, 

Figure 4.2 
Pro Tools 7.4, a software 
DAW program displaying the 
mix and edit windows, an EQ 
plug-in, and a compressor 
plug-in from Waves.
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Logic Pro by Apple, Cubase by Steinberg, Sonar by Cakewalk, and 
Digital Performer by Mark of the Unicorn (MOTU). There are a 
couple others vying to break into the top five positions, including 
Live by Ableton and Audition by Adobe. Each of these programs 
includes basic audio recording, editing, and mixing functions and 
much more.

There are four main types of music-based general software program 
functions that were once found in separate programs but now usually 
bundled together in most major software DAWs. These four types 
are digital audio recorder, MIDI sequencer, virtual instrument, and 
music notation editor. A digital audio recorder is simply a program 
that can record, edit, and mix digital audio information. A MIDI 
sequencer records, edits, and mixes MIDI information. A virtual instru-
ment is a program that receives MIDI information and assigns it to 
different sounds. And a music notation program enables the user to 
put notes on a page and print a musical score. Most software DAWs 
incorporate all four of these types of programs in their software. The 
combination of all these functions is what makes software-based 
DAWs such a wonderful and useful tool.

A software-based DAW utilizes the power of a personal computer to 
run recording, editing, and mixing tasks. A system like this has three 
main components. First, the computer functions as the core power 
provider and processor of information, and it provides a place for 
audio data to be stored. Second, the DAW software provides the 
graphical user interface (GUI), the features to create music, and the 
ability to record and process audio. Third, the audio interface (or 
sound card, explained in Chapter 6) allows audio to be converted 
from analog to digital information and back, so it can be recorded 
to and played back from the computer. The beauty of a software 
DAW is that if one of these three things becomes outdated, all three 
do not have to be replaced. For example, you can easily get a new 
computer but continue to use your audio program and interface. 
Software manufacturers are always upgrading and updating their 
program software to keep it current. The user often outgrows hard-
ware interfaces, or bigger and better interfaces become available. The 
majority of DAW programs are compatible with nearly any audio 
interface, from your computer’s sound card to a $3000 two-channel 
unit. One program, Pro Tools, only functions with its own proprie-
tary hardware interfaces.
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pro tools vs. everything else

In the world of software DAWs, Pro Tools 
has the largest majority of users. There are 
many raging debates about why this is the 
case. The truth is that there is a distinct line 

between Pro Tools and all the other DAW software applications. The 
main difference is that Pro Tools started as a digital audio recorder 
and editor and over the years has added MIDI sequencing and virtual 
instruments. Other programs such as Logic and Cubase started as 
MIDI sequencers, later adding virtual instruments, music notation, 
and digital audio features. This division still persists and is best 
described as calling Logic, Cubase, Sonar, and Digital Performer 
instruments and Pro Tools a machine. Pro Tools is a machine because 
it is functional and allows you to easily do nonmusical or musical 
recording tasks without trying to assist in your performance. Other 
DAWs function as an instrument by incorporating built-in features 
that seamlessly assist in the creative and music-making process. To 
some people the music-making features get in the way. To others Pro 
Tools appears to be uncreative, dull, and boring. As you choose the 
DAW that’s right for you, the real question to ask yourself is, do you 
want the program to create and perform with you, or do you want 
it to be functional and transparent while letting you do the creating 
and performing?

When it comes to professional recording facilities, Pro Tools is the 
standard. This is because it is simple to record, edit, and mix live 
instruments without other features getting in the way. It also has a 
standard set of key commands and simple two-window design. Other 
programs have multiple windows, with everything being customiz-
able to function specifically for the one user. For that reason, these 
programs are more popular with composers who need a customized 
“instrument” to assist them in composing. Basically, if you want a 
program to simply record, edit, and mix live instruments with maybe 
some additional MIDI production, Pro Tools is the best option. If 
you plan on doing extensive MIDI and loop-based production and 
composition, one of the other programs might suit you best. There 
are countless other reasons to go one way or the other that are indi-
vidual to each person, including which operating system is being 
used.

Figure 4.3
(Created by Ben Harris.)
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Mac vS. pc
This is a really sticky debate filled with mis-
conceptions, lies, and biased opinions. 
Macintosh computers and their proprietary 
operating system are direct competitors to 
the open hardware market utilizing Microsoft’s windows operating 
system. This competition formed when PC hardware and the Micro-
soft operating system became open source. This meant that any 
manufacturer could build hardware devices, software programs, or 
computer parts to use with the Microsoft operating system. This 
introduced competition, driving down the price while also bringing 
incompatibilities, low-quality products, and viruses. At the same 
time, Macintosh decided to continue building its own hardware and 
operating system to maintain high quality, security, and compatibil-
ity. Consequently, computers running Windows became less expen-
sive, with more incompatibilities and more options, whereas 
Macintosh computers were more expensive and very compatible, 
with fewer options. The division continued as more word processing, 
spreadsheet, and business-based programs were developed for the 
Windows operating system, and music, multimedia, and artistic pro-
grams were developed for the Mac. Apple had a small, loyal follow-
ing willing to pay higher prices for a stable, reliable, and high-powered 
system. Windows provided for everyone else, including the majority 
of the business world and home users. In recent years this division 
has become blurred as all types of programs have been developed 
for both platforms. When Macintosh adopted the use of Intel proces-
sors in 2006, the division blurred even further. The Intel processors 
forced Macintosh to redesign their operating system and hardware, 
making it possible to run Windows on a Mac.

the legitimate reasons to choose

There is a small list of legitimate reasons to choose one operating 
system over the other (Figure 4.5). Any other reason not mentioned 
here is basically justification of a biased opinion. The list includes 
the following (see Figure 4.6):

■ You are very comfortable with one operating system over the 
other and are not ready to learn a new feature set.

■ You have chosen to use a program that either works better on 
one system or is only found on one.

Figure 4.4
(Created by Ben Harris.)
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Figure 4.6
(Created by Ben Harris.)

PC Mac

PRO: PCs are the first choice for 
businesses creating a customized
software/hardware solution for running
their business.

PRO: Macs are still the first choice for 
most professional multimedia, video, and
audio facilities.

PRO: PCs are the first choice for gamers
and people who want to upgrade their
processor and video card every six months.

CON: Macs still don’t have a very great
selection of games.

CON: PC computers cannot legally run any
Mac operating system.

PRO: Mac computers can run both its own
and a Windows operating system
simultaneously or with a dual boot.

PRO: There are thousands of inexpensive
hardware add-on options available.

CON: There is a minimal amount of 
hardware add-on options and many of them
have no inexpensive option.

CON: PCs are susceptible to millions of 
viruses, constantly break, and require lots
of maintenance.

PRO: Macs have zero documented viruses,
rarely break down, and require practically
no maintenance.

PRO: PC support and service is abundant
and inexpensive.

CON: Mac support is hard to find and
expensive.

Mac vs. PC Comparison Chart

Misconception The Truth

Macs are more
expensive than PCs

First Apple only sells top-of-the-line processors and equipment
in their current computers, while you can buy a brand new PC
with pretty wimpy hardware. Second, there are many comparison
charts (see the website) that show how in order to get equivalent
hardware and software to a new Mac you have to pay the same
price for a PC (even if you build it yourself).

PCs don’t work for 
recording music

PCs are used to make music all over the world, especially in
home studios. It is true that in professional recording facilities,
less than 10% use PCs for recording, but they are using them and
they are working.

Macs are not as
upgradeable as PCs

This is true only in the mind of computer nerds, but for the
average person Macs and PCs are equally easy to upgrade. The
major hardware components that average people upgrade on 
their computers such as RAM, hard drives, optical drives, and
video cards are identical to upgrade on Mac and PCs.

Freeware and
shareware is only
available on PC

There is an ever increasing amount of freeware and shareware
programs available for Mac, but there are still more programs
available for PC

Mac vs. PC Common Misconceptions

Figure 4.5
(Created by Ben Harris.)
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■ You have family members who work for one of the companies 
in question.

■ Your clients require that you run one system or the other.
■ You are a gamer and have a deep desire to upgrade your com-

puter hardware every few months.

coMputer harDWare
It’s important to understand the main elements of a computer when 
you’re configuring, optimizing, or maintaining a system. These ele-
ments include the processor, the motherboard RAM, USB and 
Firewire ports, hard drives, video cards, optical drives, sound cards, 
and PCI slots. Let’s take a look at each.

the processor

The processor is the heart of your 
computer. It is the brain, the 
place where all the calculations 
are made. It determines the 
power and speed of your system. 
Processors are usually what you 
see measured in gigahertz, such 
as a 3 GHz processor. Most pro-
cessors are now dual or quad 
core, meaning that they are two 
or four processors synchronized 
and connected together to share 
the tasks of running the com-
puter. This makes the processors 
very efficient, but many programs 
still don’t take full advantage of 
the power available to them. You 
usually want to get the most 
powerful processor that you can 
afford.

the Motherboard

The motherboard is where all the elements of the computer attach 
so that they can be connected together. The motherboard usually 
determines how large a processor can be used and how much RAM 

Figure 4.7 
A processor similar to what 
might be found at the heart  
of your computer. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, 
Murat Koc, Image #5887846.)
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can be installed. The motherboard and the 
processor are basically the core of the com-
puter. If you change these, you are basically 
getting a new computer.

raM

RAM stands for random access memory. RAM 
used to be measured in megabytes (128 MB, 
512 MB) but is now more commonly found 
in gigabyte sticks (1 GB, 2 GB). All mother-
boards have a maximum number of RAM 
slots and therefore a maximum total amount 

of RAM that can be installed.

RAM serves many purposes in the day-to-day activity of a computer. 
When programs open, their files are loaded into RAM so that the 
computer can quickly access information to run the program and 
therefore make the program run faster and smoother. Since programs 
run from RAM, having more RAM lets you run more programs simul-
taneously. The other main purpose of RAM is to function as a 

buffer.

RAM buffers information (or creates a steady 
and even flow) between the software and the 
processor, between the hardware and the 
processor, and between hard drives and the 
processor. There is also internal RAM on 
many devices, including video cards, hard 
drives, sound cards, and printers. Audio pro-
grams use RAM to buffer incoming audio 
streams, load up sound files for virtual instru-
ments, and route audio to the processor for 
plug-ins. The more RAM you have, the better. 
All audio programs have minimum RAM 
requirements, but it is usually good to have 
double or triple that amount.

uSB and Firewire

USB and Firewire are connection protocols found on motherboards 
and are used to connect to external devices. USB, short for Universal 
Serial Bus, utilizes a serial transfer of information (one piece of infor-
mation after the other). USB 2 has a transfer rate of up to 480 mbps 

Figure 4.9 
A RAM DIMM carrying 
memory chips used to buffer 
information as it travels 
through your computer. 
(Photo courtesy of 
iStockphoto, Vasko Miokovic, 
Image #7086551.)

Figure 4.8 
The motherboard, the place 
where all the internal 
components of a computer 
connect to each other. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, 
Jaroslaw Wojcik, Image 
#2962275.)
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(megabits per second). USB 2 is the standard 
connection for keyboards, mice, printers, 
still cameras, and two-channel audio inter-
faces. Firewire (IEEE 1394) utilizes a parallel 
transfer of information (multiple pieces are 
put into a packet and then unpackaged on 
the other side). Firewire 400 has a transfer 
rate of 400 mbps.

Many people have the misconception that 
USB 2 is faster than Firewire when they 
compare 480 mbps to 400 mbps, but USB 2 
runs up to 480 mbps (usually consistently 
averaging around 300 mbps), whereas Firewire runs at a consistent 
400 mbps. Therefore Firewire is consistently faster. This is why it is 
the standard for video transfer and audio interfaces with more than 
two channels of input and output. Firewire also comes in a version 
that runs at 800 mbps, called Firewire 800, utilizing a different con-
nector. Both Firewire and USB 2 can run up to 15 feet without 
amplification. To run farther, they need to be connected to a powered 
hub and therefore amplified.

hard Drives

Hard drives are devices on which information is stored for an indefi-
nite amount of time. These devices are sometimes referred to as 
memory, but this can be confusing, with RAM more commonly being 

Figure 4.10 
How RAM buffers information as it travels to and from the processor to and from programs and hardware. (Created by Ben Harris.)

Figure 4.11 
USB, Firewire 400, and 
Firewire 800 connections, 
from left to right. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, 
Dieter Spears, Image 
#1654385.)
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called memory. Hard drives come in two 
main forms: internal and external. Internal 
hard drives are placed inside the computer 
and connected directly to the motherboard. 
External hard drives are enclosures with USB 
or Firewire ports via which they connect to a 
computer. These are plug-and-play devices, 
meaning that they can be connected and dis-
connected without having to turn off the 
computer. They can be used to back up infor-
mation or give additional storage space if a 
computer’s internal drives are nearly full. 
Hard drives are somewhat delicate. They tend 
to break when dropped, run poorly when 
over 75% full, and sometimes simply fail.

Most recording software manufacturers list which external hard 
drives are good for playing and recording audio files with their 
program. Hard drives are one of the main factors contributing to a 
system’s level of performance. Many errors can occur because a user 
is recording to a system drive, a drive that is too slow or fragmented, 
or a drive that does not have sufficient bandwidth to transfer infor-
mation quickly. One suggestion from almost every software DAW 
manufacturer is to not record audio onto your system drive (the 
drive that contains your operating system and program files). The 
problem is that your system drive is constantly being accessed to find 
data for running your operating system and open programs. By 
simultaneously reading or writing audio files to the system drive, you 
are making that drive work harder than it needs to. By having a sepa-
rate dedicated drive for audio, you can ensure that your system will 
run smoothly.

Drives are often defined by their seek time. This is the time from when 
a drive receives a command to recall a file until the file is actually 
retrieved. A faster seek time means that the drive will be able to play 
back and record all your audio files without any glitches.

Drives become fragmented because information is not placed on the 
drive in a linear fashion. Once you delete and rerecord information 
on a drive multiple times, little bits and pieces of files are placed in 
whatever spot is available. A fragmented drive is a drive that has this 
problem to the degree that it takes much longer to retrieve a file 

Figure 4.12 
An internal hard drive with its 
protective cover removed to 
show the magnetic platter 
where data is stored. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, 
Brandon Laufenberg, Image 
#6693540.)
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because the hard drive has to find multiple fragments of the file all 
over the drive to piece it together.

There are multiple connection formats for hard drives. Internal drives 
are now most often SATA drives, which can have a transfer speed of 
up to 3 Gigabits per second. This is much faster than the external 
formats mentioned earlier, but it’s not as convenient. If you do have 
room for an additional drive in your computer, I would highly 
suggest you get one.

Hard drives are also used for a backup in recording. Drives can be 
finicky and can sometimes simply die. If they’re filled with hours of 
work, this can be a disaster. Sometimes the information on drives 
can be recovered, but this can be expensive. I suggest having an 
additional external drive on which you back up any recording that 
you do. This way, if one drive dies, you still have the data on your 
backup. Once your recording is complete, you might want to put it 
onto a storage device such as tape backup (small digital data tapes), 
CD or DVD, or a hard drive that you put on the shelf.

video cards

Video cards hold the connection to computer monitors. As with 
anything else, you can pay more money to get higher-quality images, 
quicker response times, and multiple monitor connections. Video 
cards are a big deal with gamers and video editors, but for audio they 
just need to work and give you dual monitors if desired.

Two main types of video connectors are found on video cards. The 
VGA connector is the older analog format usually seen with the large 
bulky CRT tube monitors (although this is not always the case). The 
DVI connector is the new digital format that is much clearer and 
crisper and usually seen with sleek flat-screen monitors. The biggest 
thing to remember is that the DVI connector 
carries a VGA signal, and a $15 adapter can 
easily make that change. It is a lot more dif-
ficult to convert from VGA to DVI, so make 
sure that your monitors are compatible with 
the video card in a system.

One concern that can affect performance is 
if you have a video card with insufficient 
RAM, it will use your system RAM when its 
RAM runs out. This can cause your system to 

Figure 4.13 
A video card with VGA, S-
video, and DVI connectors, 
from left to right. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, 
Jamie Otterstetter, Image 
#3710863.)
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become bogged down. The solution is to 
have a video card with sufficient amounts of 
internal RAM.

optical Drives

An optical drive is a device that reads and 
writes to optical media (CDs and DVDs). 
These drives come in internal or external 
options, similar to hard drives. There is an 
ever-increasing number of optical media 
formats available. First is the compact disc 
(CD), which is the format for audio CDs and 
data installation CDs. CDs can hold 74 to 
80 minutes of music or 700 to 800 mega-
bytes of data. Second is the digital video disc 

(DVD), which comes in two versions: single layer and double layer. 
Double-layer DVDs write information on two separate layers of the 
disc (which is why movies on DVD have a little hangup half way 
through the movie; the system is switching to the second layer). The 
two layers are on top of each other, with the upper layer being some-
what transparent so that the laser can read through it to the lower 
layer. A single-layer DVD can hold up to 4.7 gigabytes of informa-
tion, and a dual-layer disc can hold up to 8.5 Gb.

Blu-Ray is the next step up, playing high-resolution video and allow-
ing an enormous amount of data storage space from the same size 
disc as CD and DVD. This is made possible because it uses a blue 
laser instead of a red laser (hence the name). A single-layer Blu-Ray 
DVD is capable of storing up to 25 gigabytes of information; a dual-
layer disc can store up to 50 Gb. All these formats are found on the 
same size disc, but not all players and burners will record all the 
formats. The nice thing is that each format builds on the other, so a 
DVD burner can burn CDs and DVDs and a Blu-Ray burn can burn 
all three formats. Not all burners can do both single layer and double 
layer, and the discs become increasingly expensive relative to their 
capacity. For audio applications you’ll need a CD burner, but DVD 
and Blu-Ray burning capability can also be useful for data backup.

Sound cards and audio interfaces

A sound card is a device in a computer that converts an analog audio 
signal into digital information, and vice versa, to enable recording 

Figure 4.14 
An optical drive that could be 
in a computer or an external 
enclosure. (Photo courtesy of 
iStockphoto, Michal Koziarski, 
Image #3189282.)
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and playback of audio. Almost 
every computer comes with some 
form of a sound card, either in a 
PCI slot or connected to the 
motherboard (as shown), to 
enable the user to play audio 
from a computer. Most consumer 
sound cards are not suited for 
use with recording applications. 
My general rule is that if you can 
buy it at a computer store, it is 
not high enough quality to use 
for recording audio.

The other rule is that the record-
ing world uses audio interfaces, 
not sound cards. Sometimes 
these two look identical, but  
you buy audio interfaces from 
music and recording equipment 
stores and you buy sound cards from computer stores. Some com-
puter stores sell audio interfaces, but they are usually the cheapest 
ones available. So, the sound card isn’t that big a deal, but the audio 
interface is huge (as discussed in Chapter 6).

pci Slots

PCI slots are ways of connecting additional devices or ports directly 
to a computer’s motherboard. These slots are found at the back of 
desktop computers. Laptops usually have one expansion port, similar 
to a PCI slot. PCI slots currently come in 
three formats: PCI, PCIX, and PCIe. PCI is 
the oldest and slowest of the three. PCIX is 
basically an expanded PCI format. It uses the 
same bus architecture but is quite a bit faster. 
PCIX is backward compatible with PCI, but 
PCI is not forward compatible with PCIX. 
Finally there is PCIe (PCI Express), which is 
a completely different architecture than PCI. 
It is faster as well with a smaller connection. 
PCIe is becoming the standard for most PCI 
cards but is taking a while because the old 

Figure 4.15 
Three connections of a 
computer’s sound card: a line 
input, a line output, and a 
microphone input. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, Roro 
Fernandez, Image #261428.)

Figure 4.16 
A standard PCI card. These 
cards vary among PCI, PCIX, 
and PCIe, depending on the 
position of the gold colored 
pins (shown on the lower part 
of the card). Be sure to get 
cards that are compatible 
with the connections on your 
motherboard. (Photo courtesy 
of iStockphoto, Konstantin 
Sukhinin, Image #1355568.)
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cards have to be redesigned for this new format. There are some 
computers that come with all three formats; more and more come 
with just PCIe.

plug-inS
Plug-ins are found in many computer software programs and are 
basically small add-on programs that run within another host 
program. In the audio and recording world there are two main types 
of plug-in. One type is a virtual processor such as an equalizer, com-
pressor, or reverb unit. These plug-ins are similar to buying addi-
tional hardware units for an analog recording rig. These processors 
can be placed in a DAW’s software mixer to route audio signals 
through them. The second type is a virtual instrument plug-in. These 
plug-ins do not process audio, but they take MIDI information and 
assign them to instrument sounds. These are similar to synthesizers 
or keyboards that let you play a saxophone or drums using piano 
keys.

Stock vs. third-party plug-ins

Most software DAWs come with a collection of virtual processor and 
virtual instrument plug-ins. Some DAWs have a better stock collec-
tion than others, but all applications are compatible with third-party 
or additional plug-ins. Stock virtual processor plug-ins usually do 
the job and function well as equalizers, compressors, and reverb 
units, but they are mostly just getting by. They usually don’t sound 
completely amazing. This is why there are third-party plug-ins. 
People want better-sounding options than what comes standard 
with the DAW. Some of the biggest virtual processor plug-in manu-
facturers include McDSP, Sound Toys, and Waves. Third-party virtual 
processor plug-ins are sold individually or in bundles and range in 
price from $100 for a single plug-in to $5000 for a huge bundle. As 
far as virtual processor plug-ins, I suggest utilizing the stock plug-ins 
first and then later looking into third-party options.

Stock virtual instruments vary greatly based on the application they 
come with. Most DAWs come with at least one general-purpose 
virtual instrument that usually includes a basic set of sounds, includ-
ing pianos, guitars, brass, woodwinds, strings, and percussion. Most 
third-party virtual instruments focus on one family or type of instru-
ment. For example, there are virtual instruments dedicated to just 
piano sounds, just drums, or just strings. These instruments can be 
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a way of expanding a composer’s sound palette and might become 
quite large and extensive over time. Some virtual instrument manu-
facturers include Arturia, East West, and Native Instruments. The 
majority of virtual instruments are in the $300–400 range but can 
climb into the thousands for large high-quality libraries.

Third-party plug-ins are made to be compatible with each program’s 
proprietary plug-in format. Some programs host their own format; 
others utilize an existing format. The chart shows current formats 
and the programs that are compatible. Almost all plug-ins are com-
patible with the formats listed, but a few are only compatible with 
one (because they are made by the company that makes the DAW), 
and others simply don’t support all the formats.

A large number of plug-ins have been developed for the VST format. 
This is because for a long time it has been an open format with free 

Figure 4.17 
Examples of stock plug-ins 
from Digidesign Pro Tools and 
Apple Logic Pro. These plug-
ins come with their respective 
programs and cannot be 
purchased separately or be 
used with other DAW 
software programs.
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development software, so anyone can create VST plug-ins. So, anyone 
with a computer, even with no knowledge of digital signal processing 
or audio, can make a VST plug-in and post it for free on the Internet. 
For that reason, there are a lot of free VST plug-ins floating around. 
Some of the free VST plug-ins are totally amazing, but many of them 
are completely horrible. But it is often worth weeding through the 
many lackluster ones to find those free gems.

Modeled vs. Digital

All plug-ins are created around one of two basic premises: modeled 
or digital. Modeled plug-ins are created to act like a hardware coun-
terpart. The plug-in is basically designed to function and sound like 
a real-life hardware unit. For example, many virtual processor plug-

Figure 4.19 
BFD, which is a drum and 
percussion virtual instrument. 
The sounds from this unit are 
recorded from real drums and 
percussion instruments, 
additionally providing control 
over microphone placement, 
individual instrument levels, 
and variations in performance 
dynamics and patterns.

Figure 4.18
(Created by Ben Harris.)

Plug-in Formats Chart

Plug-in Format Compatible Program(s)
Audio Units (AU) Logic Pro, Digital Performer
Real Time Audio Suite (RTAS) Pro Tools (LE/HD)
Virtual Studio Technology (VST) Cubase, Sonar, FL Studio, Live
Direct-X Sonar
MOTU Audio System (MAS) Digital Performer
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ins are designed to sound like vintage analog compressors and 
equalizers. In these circumstances the manufacturers run tests and 
make measurements of the analog units. They then program the 
plug-in, test and listen, reprogram, tweak, and so on until they feel 
that the plug-in version sounds, looks, and acts like the original. 
Virtual instruments modeled from synthesizers, acoustic pianos, and 
drums are created through a similar process. Digital plug-ins are 
virtual processors and instruments that are not necessarily modeled 
after a specific hardware device but are created to function without 
the limitations of the hardware world. This often gives developers 
the opportunity to create a perfect equalizer, a look-ahead limiter, 
or a synthesizer that could not have functioned in the analog 
world.

native vs. DSp

The last delineation found in plug-ins is based on where they receive 
their processing power. First, the majority of plug-ins are native or 
host based, meaning that they utilize the internal, or native, proces-
sor of the computer for power. This is how the stock plug-ins and 
most additional third-party plug-ins function in almost all software 
DAW programs. Second, there are digital signal processing (DSP) 
based plug-ins, meaning that dedicated processing chips, usually 
found on a PCI card or expansion box, provide the processing power 
for the plug-ins. Pro Tools HD systems are completely DSP based. 
Not only are the plug-ins powered by dedicated DSP chips, so is 
every other function, from playback to routing audio. A handful of 
companies provide hardware DSP cards and plug-ins that run off 
their power. These systems can be purchased as third-party plug-ins 
for any of the software DAWs.

MiDi keyBoarDS, SyntheSizerS,  
anD SaMplerS
In the world of virtual instruments there three main types: samplers, 
synthesizers, and loop players. However, the heart and soul of any 
virtual instrument is the MIDI that is driving it.

The most common way to create MIDI information is with a MIDI 
keyboard controller. MIDI is covered in greater detail later in the 
book, but for a moment let’s take a preliminary look at how it 
works.
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MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface, but it doesn’t 
really mean anything to simply regurgitate that useless piece of infor-
mation. MIDI is a protocol. It is a system of commands (not sounds) 
that say that a note has been played. More specifically, there are four 
commands: note on, stating the time that a note begins; velocity, 
saying how hard the note was hit or struck; pitch, defining what note 
is being played; and note off, stating that the current note has stopped 
being played. It is then up to the virtual instruments to receive those 
commands and assign them to a specific sound, such as a saxophone 
or a piano.

MiDi controllers

A MIDI controller is a device that creates and sends MIDI commands. 
Controllers can come as drum sets (triggers for acoustic drums or 
digital drum sets), pads, guitars, or flutes (blown and woodwind 
controllers); but most commonly they are keyboards. A MIDI con-
troller keyboard does not necessarily produce any sound; it simply 
sends commands about what note is played, how hard, what time, 
and how long, as mentioned earlier. These keyboards can be as basic 
as a row of keys to very complex, with additional sliders, knobs, and 
pads. A full keyboard has 88 keys (just over seven octaves), but the 

majority of controllers are smaller, having 
61 keys (five octaves), 49 keys (four octaves), 
and 25 keys (two octaves). Any of these 
options work fine, depending on how many 
octaves are needed and how much space is 
available in the studio.

Controllers usually come with two output 
connection options: MIDI Out and USB. If 
you already have a MIDI In on an audio 
interface, you can use that, but the USB con-
nection can be very convenient. The USB 

Figure 4.20 
This MIDI controller keyboard 
includes touch-sensitive pads 
and is used to control virtual 
instruments in a software 
computer program. (Photo 
courtesy of iStockphoto, Oleg 
Prikhodko, Image #1591800.)

Figure 4.21 
A MIDI drum set that can be 
used in the studio or in live 
performance. (Photo courtesy 
of iStockphoto, Peter 
McKinnon, Image #7009480.)
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Figure 4.22 
Virtual samplers like this one 
let you load samples of 
instruments or create your 
own.

connection allows a keyboard to directly interface with the com-
puter. When set up properly, the computer (and the MIDI sequenc-
ing program) will see the incoming MIDI information from the 
keyboard. At that point, the MIDI data can be recorded or routed 
directly to a virtual instrument, where it is assigned to a sound to 
then be heard as audio. If you play keyboards and you want to utilize 
MIDI, you will want a controller keyboard. It is possible to enter 
each note into a MIDI sequencer using a mouse, but this can be very 
meticulous and time consuming.

Samplers

A sampler is a virtual instrument that plays sounds that were recorded 
or sampled from real instruments. For example, if I recorded every 
note on a guitar and loaded those audio files into a sampler, I could 
play a note on a keyboard and have that sampler play back the 
recorded guitar note. By recording many samples of various notes, 
stylings, and levels of intensity, you can legitimately play a real-
sounding instrument with a MIDI controller.
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All samplers allow you to load patches of samples to play back, but 
a handful let you create and load your own samples from any 
recorded audio that you want. These devices can be amazing tools 
in music production. (For more information on sampling, check out 
Audio Sampling, by Sam McGuire.) Samplers originally functioned as 
hardware units, allowing you to load one patch of samples (such as 
a violin sound) at a time. The limitation was that to have both a 
violin and a saxophone playing simultaneously, you needed two 
samplers, and each cost about $3000. Now with a powerful com-
puter you can have multiple instances of your virtual sampler and 
thousands of high-quality sounds available for a fraction of the 
cost.

An important issue to consider when you’re using a sampler is RAM 
usage and the alternate idea of “direct from disk” or “plug-in stream-
ing.” Most samplers traditionally load all the samples for a patch or 
sound into the computer’s RAM when it is selected. At this point 
every time that you play a note, the RAM is playing that file back. 
The problem with this is that your RAM gets filled up very quickly. 
If you have too many patches pulled up, and on multiple devices, 
your RAM will run out of steam.

The usual solution is to simply put a ton of RAM in your computer. 
Even with the amazing power of current computers, many operating 
systems and hardware configurations can support only a limited 
amount of RAM. One company solved this problem by avoiding 
RAM almost altogether. This feature was originally called direct from 
disk and is now often referred to as plug-in streaming or other names, 
depending on the manufacturer. This feature keeps the samples on 
a hard drive and pulls them directly from the disk rather than load 
them in RAM and pull them from there. This technique usually 
requires a fast and dedicated hard drive just for playing samples. The 
benefit of this feature is that you can play back more patches simul-
taneously because they are not eating up your RAM.

Synthesizers

A synthesizer builds and carves sound from a generic or complex 
waveform by adding and taking away frequencies; modulating the 
signal; and changing its attack, decay, sustain, and release times. 
Hardware synthesizers do this with a series of analog modules that 
wear out, fall out of calibration, and sometimes simply break. Virtual 
synthesizers are either modeled after the hardware units or created 
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Figure 4.23 
Virtual synthesizers like this 
one come in all shapes and 
sizes.

digitally. These devices let you have multiple source waves, add mul-
tiple filters, and tweak to your heart’s content. The best part about 
virtual synthesizers is that they come with presets, so anybody can 
pull up a preset, maybe tweak some knobs, and get a cool synthe-
sized sound without knowing anything about synthesizers. With 
hardware synthesizers you have to know quite a bit to even get them 
to work (let alone make a cool sound). Virtual synthesizers represent 
the best of both worlds; they are easy to use for the novice and cus-
tomizable and tweakable for the experienced synthesist. (For more 
information on synthesis, check out Analog Synthesizers, by Mark 
Jenkins.)

loop players

Loop players are somewhat similar to samplers (especially the older 
hardware samplers used to create early hip-hop and rap music). The 
main purpose of a loop player is to play back a loop in tempo  
with the current project. A loop is a recorded instrument or sound 
that is usually exactly one, two, or more measures so that it can be 
copied and pasted after itself to form a cohesive and consistent 
playing performance. Loops come in the form of almost any instru-
ment imaginable but are most common and useful as drums or 
percussion.
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Most loop players give you power to adjust the loop’s tempo, pitch, 
and order of events. They also let you go back and forth between 
loops, add effects, and maybe perform scratching sounds. Loops are 
becoming a huge part of today’s style of music production. Even if 
they are not heard on the final mix, loops are often placeholders 
until a real musician is recorded playing the part. Loop players are 
usually found as virtual instrument plug-ins, but a lot of DAWs 
incorporate the functions of loop players inside the software to 
facilitate the music-making process.

Figure 4.24 
Loop players like this one let 
you load, play back, and 
manipulate loops.




